Abstract This paper seeks to explore the origins of these inchoate changes and shifts in perception and experience of urban dwelling places and electronic spaces by tracing out their implications for the agenda of sustainable cities.The paper first considers the movement from Netville, the cybercommunity generated among technical experts and scholars associated with the building of the Internet, to Cybercities, the various online communities emerging from ARPA's seemingly anarchic communications network. It pays particular attention to the``rules of play'' that governed the construction of the Internet and the kind of egalitarian community of competence that those rules engendered. The analysis explores the import of those``rules of play'' for``Emerald City,'' a sustainability game for designing sustainable cities. The last section then shifts from participatory design process as game to an ongoing design project ± the Westbahnhof project. This project, demonstrates the relevance of both the``rules of play'' and the sustainability game in building sustainable cities of the future in an open, democratic, and participatory fashion.
Introduction
A revolution is occurring amidst the humdrum activities and commonplace concerns of everyday life in the city. It is a virtually unseen revolutionary transformation whose signs only subliminally reach our consciousness when we enter our homes, travel in our automobiles or step into our workplaces. That quiet transformation is the dawning of the ethereal city, the signposts of which include: the miles of cables and fiber-optic wires or cellular towers tucked inconspicuously (or not so inconspicuously) just above or below the skin of the city (Graham and Marvin, 1996) . It is a gilt-edged revolution in that it is unleashing progressive and productive possibilities for enhancing community social relations as well as regressive and destructive possibilities tending toward degrading further the foundations of communitarian relations and alienating inhabitants of the city from others, the physical environment, and urban fabric.
One alarming consequence is that the space of flows, in its increasing hegemony over the space of places, is conspiring to drain local places of their social meaning by replacing their richness and diversity with the homogenizing forms and tendencies of the globalized local nodes of corporate ± and increasingly transnational ± capitalism in a global network of trade and commerce, telecommunications, finance, and commercialized identities.
In so far as new information technologies are heavily implicated in the localglobal economic restructuring process, their participation in the restructuring of the global political economy takes place in the context of:
. . . the deployment of the functional logic of power-holding organizations in asymmetrical networks of exchanges which do not depend on the characteristics of any specific locale for the fulfillment of their fundamental goals. The new industrial space and the new service economy organize their operations around the dynamics of their information generating units, while connecting their different function to disparate space assigned to each task to be performed; the overall process is then reintegrated through communication systems (Castells 1989, p. 348). This disjunction between functional flows and historically determined places, argues Castells, translates into the paradox of late modernity: i.e. that people live in places, [while] power rules through flows (Castells, 1989, p. 349) .
As Castells sees it, the challenge presented to localities and grassroots movements by the new information economy and society is to find the ingredients and resources for reconstructing an alternative space of flows on the basis of the space of places (Castells, 1989, pp. 352-3) . This dual task involves rearticulating place-based social meaning and organizing mechanisms of social control of places over the functional logic of the space of flows. In the era of fast capitalism, the dominant tendencies have been just the reverse. This paper proposes one vehicle for taking up the challenge of the presently constituted and dynamic space of places posed by Castells' critical analysis: the sustainability game as a democratic means of advancing a strategy of sustainable cities and a tool of critical pedagogy in institutions of higher education. It begins with a discussion of the Cold War origins of the Internet and its inchoate community of designers with a view to illuminating some of the ingredients for the success of this operation and pointing to its ambivalent democratic potential. It then highlights the emergence of a variety of communal meeting places for inhabitants of the cyberspace serving as harbingers of cybercities and virtual communities. Like the emergent telematic city, thesè`s oft cities'' communities have been presented by their designers and``netizens'' as complements or alternatives to the``hard cities'' and everyday communities of citizens in geophysical space. This analysis then turns to an outline of a participatory design process for generating sustainable cities grounded in the sustainability game. Its alternative scenarios, rules of play, and implications for the design of sustainable cities are then considered and a prototype of the sustainable city generated from the framework of the sustainability game is offered as an example. The paper closes by musing on the hard issues and questions raised by Castells regarding the rehabilitation of the space of places and the pacification and reconstruction of an alternative space of flows.
From Netville to Cybercities
The emergence of the Internet is instructive of the profound issues of public policy and democratic theory we moderns are confronting in our everyday lives. In an odd and peculiar way, the origins of the Net point to the paradox of politics where promising and potentially liberating advances can come from dark and even authoritarian beginnings (Haraway, 1989) . A popular and ofttold narrative of the birth of the Net (Rheingold, 1993; King et al., 1996; Hauben and Hauben, 1997) relates how the Defense Department concern with the survival of defense communication in a future nuclear war prompted an alliance among the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), the RAND Corporation, and university scientists to build the first incarnation of a primitive communications network that ultimately grew into a global network tying most of the world into its electronic embrace. Despite ± or to a great extent, because of ± its birth in the belly of the Cold War beast (the militaryindustrial-university complex) and emanated from the ARPA (the high-frontier research and development arm of the Defense Department), it benefited from generous funding, an absence of centralized planning and direction, and a mobilization of computer intelligence that congealed into a kind of decentralized intellectual and social community among its key participants. Termed``Netville'' by recent analysts (King et al., 1996) , this nascent
The space of flows, the rules of play 51 cybercommunity inhabited a``great divide'' ± a zone of freedom unshackled by governmental regulatory mechanisms and market controls and imperatives that promoted an environment of creative problem solving. This zone of freedom and opportunity fostered the incredible growth and expansion of the Internet as a space of communication and research collaboration. The conditions supporting this (granted, e Âlite) community were special ones and, in retrospect, fragile ones that ultimately were undermined by the agencies of commerce and industry and the withdrawal of ARPA from its protective role. But for a time, leavened by vast amounts of financial support and heightened enthusiasm and expectation of unmatched technological performance, this coalition spun a web of communications exchange and creative innovation geared to the strengthening and protection of the Cold War national interest defined in terms of US technological superiority (King et al., 1996, p. 11) . However, tainted by the military values of Cold War politics, the communications network, emerging from this military-industrial-university complex, was heavily shaped by the core values of: intellectual curiosity, where the discovery of solutions was its own reward; an informal meritocracy, where status within Netville was grounded in peer-judged merit and performance; and presumptive egalitarianism, where one's technical expertise was the entry ticket to this cybercommunity.
Mitigating the anarchic and entropic tendencies flowing from open access to the network were the consensual articulation, negotiation, and establishment of ground rules for being a citizen of Netville, sharing its powers and privileges, and participating in its technical improvement. As King et al. (1996, p. 13) characterize this key control mechanism:
Rules of play were the conditions to which all members of Netville should adhere while contributing to he development of the network and benefiting from the work of others. It was the rules of play that ensured that the technologies of the emerging Internet remained interoperableF F FRules of play [then] constituted conditions for entry and continued presence, and were not negotiable.
Though non-negotiable, these ground rules remained flexible enough so that the dynamism of the game of Internet design and technical improvement would not be stunted by rigid conventions and frozen standards. Despite ARPA's withdrawal from its roles of institutional adhesive and financial underwriter of the Internet and the subsequent invasion of commercial Internet service providers (ISPs) and agencies of electronic commerce, the casual Net surfer can still feel something of Netville's original animating spirit of creative anarchy and organic community lingering in the increasingly crowded and market-oriented medium of the World Wide Web. Indeed, this electronic frontier has become the home of many inventive newsgroups, chat rooms, multi-user dungeons (MUDs), and object-oriented multi-user dungeons (MOOs) that approximate to the romantic ideal of cybercities and virtual communities (Rheingold, 1993; Kiesler, 1996) .
Small wonder, since latter-day close students and observers of the cyberspace from urban architect William Mitchell (1995) to literary theorist Scott Bukatman (1993) have pointed to the startling similarities between patterns of the modern megalopolis and the design of the computer chip. For example, a recent advertisement by Intel for overdrive processors depicts bicycle speed racers riding the lanes of a computer chip that morphs into a cityscape. And Scott Bukatman, operating from this association of city and computer chip, has characterized Gibson's image of cyberspace as``an imploded urbanism ± Blip City' ' (1993, p. 150) .
On the Internet, the development and proliferation of cybercities, cities of bits, digital communities promise to dissolve the geophysical city in the electronic vat of digital acid in cyberspace. Like the unfolding of the ethereal city, cybercities like Electronic Blacksburg (VA), Digital Amsterdam, and Virtual Los Angeles appear at once exhilarating and frightening. Freed from the physical confines of geophysical space, digital cities offer the possibility of creating an electronic noplace/anyplace where``netizens'' can congregate on the Net and through their very disembodiment overcome all traces of those differences that so deeply divide us in the unsettling era of late modernity (Boyer, 1996) .
Whether these digital communities can realize a new vision of democracy in the form of virtual polises populated by netizens in cyberspace or will devolve into largely commercial electronic shopping malls and advertising boards with only the most meager residues of a cybernetic public sphere is both a thorny theoretical issue and a portentous political issue involving the contested terrain of cyberspace. It is a matter that we and others (Yanarella, 1998; Poster, 1995; Doheny-Farina, 1996; Luke, 1999) have already addressed. For our purposes, the question of different ways in which electronic spaces can be integrated into urban places presents an opportunity for exploring the import of those forces driving the ascendancy of the telematic city and the cybercity for contributing to the emergence of the sustainable city of the future. The continuing integration of technological advances of modern telecommunication into our common places and urban spaces is not at issue. Nor is the inescapable interweaving of soft cities and hard cities into complex and confusing hybrids. At issue is the particular form that these developments will take and their consequences for enlarging the public sphere and increasing the scope and reach of public participation in the continuing interaction between the space of flows and the space of places.
The design process as a participatory game: the sustainability game If sustainability is to negotiate the poles of the local and global, the regional and the global and if the democratic promise of cyberspace and computer technology is to be critically appropriated rather than ceded over to the globalizing forces shaping the space of flows, the sustainable city of our future must find a new process and a new context to mobilize the resources to bring it into being. The historical touchstone of this new design process and new institutional context is the medieval free cities or hilltowns that dotted the landscape of Old Europe, especially northern Italy. There, the development of The space of flows, the rules of play 53 towns and cities responded to topography, history, local traditions and culture, emergent needs, and incipient desire. Over time, poor decisions were modified while good decisions were institutionalized in the collective memory of the urban inhabitants, virtually assuring the emergence of unique and vibrant cities that became some of the most supportive of civic life and cultural richness we have ever seen. Political structures lacking a dominant e Âlite and therefore approximating to communities without unity, a strong urban fabric embedded in the layers of history, an economy balancing an vital urban center and a bounteous farming countryside, and a collective memory fostering collective genius within a healthy culture ± these were some of the conditions facilitating a sustainable process within every realm. Admittedly, the late modern city is far too complex, heterogeneous, and hierarchically ordered and its shaping influences far too hidden, artificial, and unsustainable for such a process to work today. As a space of places, the contemporary city has become all too caught up and misshapen by the space of flows, undercutting its social meaning and collective identity molded by its local history and culture. The solution is not to abandon the democratic values and the participatory impulses of Italian medieval hilltowns. Nor is it to acquiesce with the incipient global culture evolving from the new functional logic of the dynamic global networks comprising the space of flows. Rather, the solution is to refunction these premodern and even anti-modern elements and resources on the late modern/postmodern foundations in a manner that takes advantage of twentieth century materials and technological capabilities for realizing a new expression of this very old participatory design process.
On one level, this participatory design process has been translated by the Center for Sustainable Cities into a role-playing game called, Emerald City: the Role-playing Sustainability Game. In the context of exploring alternative policy-making processes, Emerald City offers three scenarios within which three players seek to promote competing interests and core values (see Appendix). One scenario presents the classic liberal interest-group model where individual players pursue their interests and seek to maximize their core values grounded in individualist assumptions and a player strategy based on zero-sum outcomes (i.e. one player's gain is another's loss).
A second scenario draws on the conditions outlined in John Rawls' book, A Theory of Justice (1989) , where players operate under a veil of ignorance of the actual role they are taking and the core values and interests they are seeking to advance. The purpose of this scenario is to show how this veil fosters limited cooperation and enlightened self-interest that incline all players to hedge their bets against being losers in the game, once the veil of ignorance is cast aside at the end, by trading down and compromising, so the resulting policy chosen is an outcome that distributes benefits and costs across all players relatively equally. Finally, the third scenario outlines a form of game play where the rules of play encourage cooperation and a strategy of introducing external resources that enlarges the pie and inclines players to view the problem triggering policy debate as a provocation to non-zero-sum outcomes promoting every player's interests.
The point of``Emerald City'' is to sensitize players to the influence of changing roles and rules of play on possible or likely outcomes. It is also intended to clarify the consequences of institutional settings for shaping the politics of choice. As an exercise in social learning,``Emerald City'' seeks to illuminate the rules and conditions that contribute to policy-making processes that set in motion participatory dynamics enhancing cooperation and sustainable outcomes from problem contexts that would otherwise devolve into atomistic and fractious contests for competitive advantage and personal gain.
One another level, the sustainability game can ± and should ± be transferred to real life democratic processes in actual urban decision making. Instead of players of a game, citizens and representatives of group would become partners in a game directed toward confronting and solving real urban problems and controversies. As will become evident, an advantage of the real world sustainability game is that each proposed solution will be assembled and disassembled, structured and destructured, many times during the design process before it would actually be constructed. Here, an Interactive Construct which would be used by the citizens of the future village, to build up families of parallel models in many sectors and at many scales of the emerging sustainable village. The Interactive Construct would serve as a framework within which models of neighborhoods, industries and institutions would find a right size and an appropriate place.
In the generation of a Sustainable Village Implantation, a variety of computer-aided processes are employed, including CAD (computer aided design), GIS (geographical information systems), and systems dynamic modeling software. The process involves first the assembling of many different relatable and interchangeable modules dealing with energy, agriculture, architecture, urban design, industry, economics, construction, infrastructure, governance and social program. From this point the sustainability game is played by anyone who may be interested in the prospect of sustainable cities.
Initially, the game is played at a simple level with the players who may be both lay people or experts in various disciplines or industries attempting to follow their ideas or their self-interests to construct city models or, more likely, partial models of activities (manufacturing, energy production) or places (neighborhoods, schools, piazzas) that may be of interest to them within a hypothetical city. As the``game'' proceeds, almost anything may be proposed, even activities normally perceived to be unecological (e.g. polluting, manufacturing activities). The game process is one of model building through negotiation, and is very much akin to the game play of the third scenario iǹ`E merald City''. In the Sustainable Cities Game a proposed structure, system or activity, to be viable within this process, either must negotiate local balance seeking relationships with other activities (following the second operating principle of sustainable cities) or must find a linkage with larger scaled systems The space of flows, the rules of play 55 or activities which assume the responsibility for rebalancing any negative consequences of the local process (following the fifth operating principle of sustainable cities). Over the course of the game, partial models may be assembled by different players of dwellings, neighborhoods, shopping streets, squares, schools, hotels, factories, infrastructure, parks and recreational facilities, churches, agriculture, and so on. The first models that are constructed will likely be relatively simple ones. Each constructed model is stored in the database and its qualitative and quantitative characteristics ± its imbalances and its characteristics of compatibility with other potential modules ± are noted. Each stored model is a``free body'' ± that is, it is an incomplete open system having its own coherent internal structure. On the other hand, it has``loose ends'' or imbalances at its periphery. Were it a complete closed system, it would be disconnected from everything else and therefore could not become part of the sustainable city. (Our present cities are composed of an architecture that is conceptually closed, but systemically open, thus giving cities the disadvantages of both!) The process of assembling these partial models involves combining them with other potentially compatible and complementary partial models in such a way that these inputs and outputs, or loose ends at their periphery, become their opportunities for connection. Through such combinations and connections, the growing city/system is brought toward balance. These larger models are each available in subsequent play as either starting points or default conditions for constructing new models. For example, they may be used for fleshing out a city by quickly taking previously constructed neighborhoods or piazzas out of the database and assembling a number of them together to create a rough model of a new implantation, ready for modification or redesign.
The sustainability game then is a guided process in which the First Law of Relational Sustainability is conserved (``While it is favored that activities and components be economical and efficient at their own scale, what is essential is that such components and activities, whether or not they are efficient, become part of a balance-seeking process or system at a larger scale''). Thus many games are played over time, creating modules and models stored in the computer and are available for later use in other games. They are stored both as architectural/urbanistic entities, but also in terms of their many nonspatial characteristics, both qualitative and quantitative, contained in the database. Like the models, the modules too are stored as free bodies, that is, as organs that may be implanted (transplanted) within an organism, with a notation of all the inputs which would be necessary to sustain them and the outputs which either may be used as resources by the larger neighborhood or city or would need to be rebalanced at a larger scale within the city/organism.
As the game continues to be played, the models become more extensive, more complex and more varied. Families of details accumulate at the smallest scales and families of whole cities emerge at the largest scale. The families of cities are complex and dynamic as they are assembled from compatible and potentially interchangeable details, modules and models on many different scales. Thus, a city model as housed in the computer is not a static three-dimensional form. Instead, it is a living organization of variable relationships which, as they are molded and modified, carry with them the system's characteristics and information that animate the rebalancing process as it develops the city's complexity and keeps it sustainable.
Several factors make a sustainability process workable. First of all, such a process starts with the cardinal``rule of play'' in the sustainability game ± namely, that while at least in principle everything else is negotiable, sustainability is non-negotiable. That means that all participants in the process must agree that the health, equity and viability of the city/system is the precondition for any other decision. The nature of the sustainability game is to try to satisfy one's individual self-interest while maintaining the viability of the city/system. As an individual or an industry or a sector will be incapable of satisfying its own needs alone or in isolation, it becomes necessary to engage others both to provide those means and to correct for the imbalances caused by the satisfaction of those needs. Using the Sustainability Engine#, each stakeholder attempts to satisfy his or her needs and interests through a variety of different scenarios, each involving different strategies and different partners (Levine, 1994; .
Strategies that throw the city/system out of balance are quickly eliminated or are rebalanced by introducing new ideas or processes with different attributes. Over time more favorable strategies are built on and elaborated while less favorable strategies are set aside (although they are still stored in the Sustainability Engine#, possibly to be revisited if conditions change at a later date.) Developing scenarios are favored and pursued when they satisfy multiple interests, when they bring the city/system toward balance, and when they hold the promise of fostering equity for all the stakeholders.
As the sustainability game proceeds, the stakeholders increasingly realize that they share a common destiny and that significant synergies will result from their creative encounters, negotiations, and cooperation. Over time, it becomes less game and more a real economy and urban construct. Through many iterations, the city/region becomes understood more and more as an urban ecosystem and less and less as adversarial, zero-sum game. Eventually, the players become partners and become more focused on building common wealth.
Yet if the city/system is close to balance, any major intervention is almost certain to throw the system out of balance. The problem is then to seek the means to bring the city/system back toward balance. Even a city/system that has been thrown far out of balance presents an opportunity for major interventions. In this game, there are no inherently bad moves. On the contrary, if the city/system should ever come exactly into balance, then in a sense the game would be over and such closure might actually be undesirable or at least premature. In any event, the design and management of the city/system are an ongoing (neverending) process. At some point in the process when all the stakeholders are working together in harmony and the economics and opportunities develop, it would then be appropriate to build the Sustainable City Implantation.
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This discussion reveals that there can really be no ecological activities in isolation, i.e. outside a sustainable system. By the same token, every activity within a city that operates through balance-seeking principles is, or becomes, a sustainable one. Thus, however counter-intuitive, social problems should be regarded as opportunities, not liabilities, within the context of discussions over sustainability. If the problems are sufficiently critical or pressing to trigger action, then those problems should be regarded as capital resources (i.e. resources that the solution of the problem must mobilize for its solution). When the problem has been solved then the resources have been spent. As the problem disappears so do the resources that they have generated for their solution.
This suggests that there is good reason to question the common-sense assumption that problems, because they seem to represent entirely negative entities, should always be solved at the earliest opportunity. Because they sometimes require the marshalling of substantial resources, it is important not to squander those scarce goods on short-term solutions to discrete problems. Instead, the aggregation of problems may be our principal vehicle for placing these many so-called discrete problems into a larger framework and then synthetically addressing the problem cluster on the most appropriate scale, i.e. the scale of the city (the preferred scale of the whole). Simultaneously, over the long term, the costs to the community of solving these problems, as we shall see, may actually be less.
To illustrate, responding to individual policy issues like waste-water run-off or overcrowded streets or deteriorating neighborhoods individually and in isolation from one another as public clamor or political circumstances force one or another of these issues onto the political agenda may seem politically expedient or administratively prudent. On the other hand, aggregating them within a more encompassing framework is more likely to foster an ongoing process that views these problems in their connectedness with each other and to the urban system of which they are parts. Thus, as capital resources and political opportunities, they may provide the foundations for instituting a sustainable balance-seeking process that persists over time and deploys those capital resources in a manner that challenges policymakers and citizens to overcome underlying structural conditions that simply reproduce these linked problems in slightly different forms over and over again.
The sustainable city prototype: the city as a hill Discussion of the principles of the sustainability game and the theory of sustainable cities would be abstract and empirically unconnected if an architectural/urbanistic framework complex enough and rich enough to support these principles and this theory could not be found. In fact, it is the other way round, with the model and inspiration for this project coming from the historic study of sustainable cities and the social, political, constructional, topological, architectural and urbanistic processes of their generation.
For the past four years, the Center for Sustainable Cities in collaboration with Oikodrom in Vienna, Austria, has been involved in a number of multidisciplinary social and design studies of a Sustainable City Implantation over the Westbahnhof railway site ± the westernmost rail entrance to Vienna, Austria (see Figure 1 ). The particular model from which this project derives is the Italian medieval hilltown of the free city (comune) period. It is in these cities that the modern roots of democracy and participation were born. But it was here as well that a complexity of architectural fabric and urban form emerged that has been admired by generations of architects and urbanists who have nonetheless been unable to reproduce a modern counterpart having a comparable level of responsive building and life affirming civic space.
This proposal attempts to capture some of the most favorable characteristics of the medieval city together with the best possibilities accessible to us in our own time. Instead of the medieval city on a hill, we propose a modern city as a hill, in such a way that the exterior fabric of the city wraps over the inner core of the city. In the current family of models, the city has ten principal levels, with every third level (levels 1, 4, 7, and 10) being a major horizontal circulation level, working its way around the city as a ground surface, as well as through the city to its interior spaces. On the surface, building fabric is usually two to four storeys tall above these circulation levels, so that, typically, no point need be more than one level above or below the possibility of access from a major circulation street. This means that few elevators are required in the building fabric; rather elevators are mostly used to link major circulation levels and to link the surface of the city with major spaces in its interior. Linking all the levels are two sloping streets that start at ground level at opposite ends of the city and rise at a gentle 6 percent slope to arrive at level 10 at the other end of the city. As they pass through major circulation at levels 4, 7 and 10, there is the The space of flows, the rules of play 59 opportunity to create piazzas and also to go through the hill to its inner public spaces organized around large gallerias and concourses. In addition, on the inside of the hill are located all the industry, the infrastructure and utilities, much of the larger institutional and commercial activity as well as everything to do with transportation, movement, shipping, parking and support services.
Thus the interior contains all of the activities whose large scale would make them disruptive of the rich and intimate scale of the surface, but which fit nicely into the large volumes available within the hill. The intensity and concentration of the activity in the interior liberate the surface to project the same serene qualities and to foster the kind of public life still to be found in the streets and piazzas of the medieval hilltowns. The surface is free to devote itself to dwellings, neighborhoods, small-scale commercial and institutional uses as well as to the public realm, including the pedestrian promenades, piazzas, parks and playgrounds which throughout history have animated civic activity. Every horizontal surface in this terraced cityscape is utilized for activities ranging from private terraces and gardens to public streets and parks. This urban model offers unparalleled opportunities for the making of place ± inside, outside and in between, spaces above and below, spaces active or quiet, public or private and three-dimensional spaces with energies and activities at many levels. It is an urban model for a modern livable, sustainable city as well as a model for pumping new life into the unsustainable cities of our society. This is not a``problem-solving'' approach. It is not that the problems of the unsustainable metropolis have been solved through this approach. Rather, through the synthesis of a new model and a new process the problems have been avoided by creating a new urban prototype that affords neither the place nor the occasion for those problems to occur.
Conclusion
As a looming political challenge of enormous proportions, cyberspace then is not an alternative to human habitation on the earth, but merely another form of habitation within a more encompassing built environment enclosed within an even more encompassing set of relations in nature. Likewise, the space of flows neither resides in some ethereal realm nor is completely separated from the space of places. Its global threads always emanate from specific places and express their power in the countless nodal points through which their economic power and political impact express themselves and are felt in our everyday lives and the space of places. The gauntlet thrown down to those of us advancing an agenda for sustainable cities is to find the means to negotiate these complexly-woven interrelationships between the space of flows and the space of places and among cyberspace, built environment, and nature, as Castells has so well argued, through the reconstruction of an alternative space of flows on the basis of the space of places.
The sustainability game offers much to those in academia who are striving to find critical tools and simulations that point the way to advancing beyond the zero-sum games that constitute the typical approach to urban planning and urban design governing many planning agencies at the local level. Conventional approaches to urban planning, the sustainability game demonstrates, merely reproduce the underlying individualistic assumptions and winner-loser outcomes at higher levels, turning the solutions that have been designed and implemented to overcome existing problems into the ingredients for new and more daunting problems in the future. By moving beyond Scenario A (where individual self-interest governs) and Scenario B (where a veil of ignorance tempers such self-interest) to Scenario C (animated by the non-negotiable principle of sustainability), the student as actor is encouraged to explore the bases of the sustainable commonwealth and think seriously about how real world processes can be informed by new governing assumptions and rules of play that break out of the current strait-jacket of orthodox presuppositions and shopworn rules that continue to fuel the unsustainablity game of contemporary urban planning practice.
The strategy of sustainable cities underpinning the sustainability game opens up a particularly inventive and fecund avenue for mobilizing local resources and local flows in particular places and across coordinated spaces to accomplish precisely this daunting task. As the nodal point of many promising developments in alternative technologies (e.g. urban architectural designs in solar energy and energy conservation), experiments in local-regional economic restructuring along ecological lines (e.g. Wackernagel and Rees's ecological footprint and our equitable ecological region (1995)), and new democraticparticipatory institutions (e.g. the sustainability game), the sustainable city stands out as the most appropriate scale for social synthesis and platform for reconstructing the prevailing space of flows in an alternative social form and more promising ecological basis. As that human settlement possessed of the minimum density supportive of urbanity and organized civic life and as the potential Archimedean point of the many countercurrents convergent with an ecological worldview, the sustainable city is potentially that locus of sociality, local economic production and exchange, responsive architectural design, and political participation most capable of reconfiguring the space of flows along democratic lines and in more humanly-scaled forms. Because the true or ideal city has historically been identified with the idea of self-sufficiency in economic need and equilibrium of social forces, the city presents itself as the largest unit capable of addressing the many urban architectural, social, economic, political, natural resource, and environmental imbalances besetting the modern world and, simultaneously, the small scale at which such problems can be meaningfully resolved in an integrated and holistic fashion (Yanarella and Levine, 1992) .
The alternative democratic and authoritarian avenues opened up by the microcomputer, the Internet, and telecommunications should not deter grassroots and other social movements in their quest to tame the space of flows. Instead, that ambivalence should serve as a provocation for pressing onward to exploit the democratic possibilities of these new technologies in ways outlined above. While always giving primacy to the space of places in local-regional efforts (and even locally and regionally coordinated global networks) to restructure the space of The space of flows, the rules of play 61 flows, such groups should show no reluctance to integrate emergent electronic, computer, and telecommunications technologies into the expansion of citizen participation. The assuming task of community revisioning and local-regional action is to build up the strength and resilience of local-regional flows of capital, trade, commerce, and other exchanges that fashion a vibrant local identity, a robust local-regional urban-rural economy, and an augmented communitarian civic culture and politics. These local resources will be the tools to restructure the flow of places currently spanning the globe. In some respects, the greatest challenge facing the incorporation of the sustainability game into higher education and the policy process will be to muster the political resources and design the political strategies for institutionalizing in the space of place the``rules of play'' explicitly enumerated in the sustainable commonwealth scenario of the sustainable game and tacitly assumed in the participatory design process for designing sustainable cities and sustainable village implantations. In university after university in Europe and North America, courses and seminars in public administration and urban planning and design are often largely locked into assumptions and rules that vitiate the promise and implications of the strong thesis of sustainability for planning and constructing sustainable towns and communities. In city after city and town after town in the USA especially, local ordinances, zoning regulations, and building codes militate against even the weakest approaches to sustainable development (Kunstler, 1994) . Compounding these antiquated laws and regulations are local power structures, and economic power brokers (developers, lawyers, realtors, etc.) are representatives of corporate and even transnational corporate capital who comprise core elements of a loosely structured growth machine coalition (Molotch, 1976; Logan and Molotch, 1987) whose access to and influence on the operating political process bias the``rules of the game'' heavily in favor of the top dogs over the``semi-sovereign people'' (Schattschneider, 1960) . The supplanting of the implicit``rules of the game'' of the local``growth machine'' by the``rules of play'' of the sustainability game will be the fruits of hard-won victories of forces aided by vigorous grassroots leadership, educational initiatives and reforms, serendipity opportunities, a mobilized public, and the permeation of ecological values over time. Without exaggerating their impact, this change will also be the result of the growth of civic professionalism and ecological consciousness in expert communities and the efflorescence of new ideas and novel strategies for redeeming the promise of the city as the home of humankind.
As a modest contribution to a formidable challenge and a long-term goal, this paper has offered a more radical ecological answer (radical, in the sense of going to the roots) to Castells' question of the shape that the new information city would take to provide``a new socio-spatial structureF F Fmade up of a network of local communes controlling and shaping a network of productive flows'' (Castells, 1989, p. 353) . Aided by the new rules of play of the sustainability game, that new information city is the sustainable city. (1) protect natural wilderness (2) Improve environment/eliminate environmental burdens and threats (3) expand non-intrusive wilderness recreation areas Community:
(1) defend and preserve integrity of community/neighborhood (2) promote social equity/community welfare (3) enhance opportunities (employment, education, services, etc.) for local inhabitants Site and Problem [example]: A brownfield site near downtown experiencing deteriorating conditions (slums, crime, drugs, and other associated problems). Complicated by buried toxic wastes seeping out of ground from an abandoned factory site. In many respects, ideally located in terms of proximity to central local markets, potential labor force, and interstate transportation. Neighborhood populated predominantly by poor African-Americans living in substandard housing partly owned by absentee landlords. Historically left undeveloped due to local problems compounding one another. Problem: the industrial player wishes to buy a large tract of the land to develop it.
Scenario A: individual self-interest The first scenario begins with assumptions and rules of play common to typical urban conflicts. The players enter the game with a clear sense of their individual self-interest and attachment to their core values; and each seeks to play the game with single-minded determination by advancing those self-interests and maximizing those core values without regard for the interests or wellbeing of the other players. External resources (such as those described below) are brought into play only to maximize competitive self-advantage or (given the rules of play) to bring the game to a stalemate. The game is a classic zero-sum game (where one player's gain is another player's loss).
Problem and opportunity Industrialist: need for expansion; site viewed as unused land ripe for development Environmentalist: environmental clean-up/improvement; site as location for an inner-city park Community activist: a vital neighborhood riddled with slum conditions: site as target for community improvement First iteration: each game participant plays out the trajectory of his agenda until the interests of the other(s) impede and then obstruct the pursuit and achievement of that design; outcome: STALEMATE Second iteration: players negotiate with one another, seeking to find basis for an agreement; since each player has five power units and any solution to the problem requires 12 power units, bargaining among the players necessarily involves some compromise among the individual positions and trade-offs among core values of various players; if no bargain is struck after this iteration, players try to negotiate one more time; likely outcome: environmentalist ± no park, some green space; industrialist ± partial development negotiated, but must subsidize some housing at site; community activist ± in-fill housing; upgrade of existing stock and some infrastructure improvements Consequences First play-through: STALEMATE, no new benefits to any party Second play-through: COMPROMISE at the expense of core values to all parties; result deemed a failure by each player's constituencies In light of the discussion of the agreement and its implications, if one player concludes that the NEGOTIATED AGREEMENT has so badly injured that player's core values, that player may push the``externality button'', ending the game by removing it from the local context and taking it to a higher (city, state, or national) level Threat of use of externality button triggers one more round of negotiation at the local level.
Scenario B: veil of ignorance
Operating under the veil of ignorance of their roles or core values, the players begin to compromise the maximum agenda of these different roles and yield some of the resources and options of each to the other roles. After several rounds of compromise, the players have agreed on what appears a more or less balanced agenda that equalizes the advantages and disadvantages among the conflicting goals. In effect, this becomes the least common denominator or solution where each role played receives a good deal less than he/she wants and gains some advantage which he/she did not initially have. Basis: enlightened self-interest 3 resolution, not solution least common denominator Veil of Ignorance: Players enter the game without foreknowledge of what role/core values they will be assigned after the outcome is reached
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Only after outcome [most likely a COMPROMISE] is reached do players push random button which arbitrarily assigns them a role/core values The COMPROMISE outcome is evaluated against its costs to the core values of each player Externality button suspended, put out of play.
Scenario C: sustainable commonwealth Players bring new resources to the table, but only if they can be shown to offer some benefits to the other players. Previously, this move or rule of play was not permitted because: in the competitive, self-interest scenario (A), players brought in external resources either to gain a competitive advantage over the other players or to stalemate the game, while in the compromise, lowest common denominator scenario (B), players were moved out of ignorance to trade down and balance existing resources to roughly equalize gains and losses among the players.
In the sustainable commonwealth scenario (C), a distinctly different game ± the sustainability game ± evolves. Realizing the inadequacies of confrontation and compromise and governed by new rules of play, the players are inclined to dig more deeply into their individual resources to experiment with strategies that may not immediately yield maximum returns or paybacks but, which by offering advantages and incentives to other players as well as themselves, encourage the other players similarly to introduce cooperative resources. With an increasing variety of complex resources to choose from, the players embark upon a multiple building form of play. Instead of competing for the adoption of models they favor, they work together to try to increase the value of their models by making them fit with other players' models. Soon, as the resources (political, economic, social) introduced into the game begin to increase, each of the players' core values are satisfied and the commonweal increases as well. The richer the collaborative construct negotiated by the players, the more outside resources are attracted to the game. The competition for resources is replaced by the synergy of players with different resources to contribute.
The game is driven toward BALANCE and EQUITY: equity between the players who are yet able to realize their goals, equity between the particular site and the city, equity between the city and the environment, and equity between the environment and the future. This is the Sustainable Commonwealth scenario, the true Sustainability Game. Basis: diversity of interests grounded in sustainability framework 3 greatest common denominator enlarging the pie from zero-sum to non-zerosum game.
Rules of play
(1) Overall sustainability is non-negotiable button is pushed, the player doing so must demonstrate to (and convince) the other two players that they will benefit from this new resource put on the table (5) Problems [negative externalities] may not be exported to others or to the future Players thus negotiate upward, using new resources introduced as provocations to enlarge the pie and to devise more creative solutions to a site that takes on the characteristics of a Commons. Sustainability enhanced by tendencies toward greatest common denominator, pursuit of the common weal (will), and necessity of seeking balancing and turning negative externalities into assets since they must be overcome within the balance-seeking process and not cast off onto others (people, regions, etc.) or to future generations.
